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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the problem of finding nontrivial perfect colorings of planar multipatterns. 
By a ‘multipattern’ we mean a symmetric planar figure, with symmetry group G, having several 
classes of motifs each transitive under the action of G. A perfect or symmetric coloring, then, is an 
assignment of colors to the motifs such that each symmetry operation of the group induces a unique 
permutation of the colors; we will here assume further that the action of G on the colors is transitive. 
If G is a wallpaper or frieze group, this is always possible and there is a number N(G), the coloring 
number of G, which is the minimum number (> 1) of colors which suffice to color any multipattern 
with symmetry group G. In the case of finite groups, all multipatterns have nontrivial perfect 
colorings with the following exceptions: there are no nontrivial perfect colorings if some motif is 
fixed by all yeG, or if G is the dihedral group dn with n = 2’, r > 1 and motifs lie on all reflection axes. 
For wallpaper groups, 2 <N(G) < 25. As a consequence it follows that every periodic k-isohedral 
tiling of the plane has a perfect coloring using at most 25 colors. 
1. Patterns and multipatterns 
In Chapter 5 of their book Tilings and Patterns [3, Sections 5.1-21, Griinbaum and 
Shephard have given a definition and classification of discrete (monomotif) patterns 
in the plane using bounded motifs according to which there are 51 periodic patterns 
types, 15 types of strip patterns and 3 families of types of finite patterns [3, 5.2.2 on 
p. 2221. This was extended by the author in [6] to the notion of bipatterns, involving 
two transitivity classes of bounded motifs, and in this paper we consider the more 
general case of multipatterns (k-motif patterns), in which there are k transitivity classes 
of (bounded) motifs. As discussed in [6], a discrete pattern is essentially determined by 
a symmetry group G of the plane (a wallpaper group or frieze group or finite group) 
together with a certain finite subgroup Y consisting of the elements mapping some 
given motif M onto itself; Y is called the induced motif subgroup. To determine 
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possible patterns, let G be any planar symmetry group and Y be the stabilizer in G of 
some point in the plane. The subgroup Y of G will be of one of the types in the list 
{cl,c2, ~3, c4, ~6, dl, d2, d3, d4, d6). Then the group-subgroup pair (G, Y) describes 
a pattern; the pattern has symmetry group G and one of its motifs has stabilizer equal 
to Y. However, each motif in the pattern will have its induced motif subgroup equal to 
a conjugate of Y, so the pattern is, in fact, better described by specifying G and 
a conjugacy class of subgroups of the form { Yg: LEG} where Yg=gYg-‘. For short 
we write ‘{ Yg)’ to denote the conjugacy class of subgroups containing Y. 
As discussed in [6], it is useful to consider automorphisms of G induced by 
conjugation by an element of the affine normalizer of G; i.e. if z is an affine transforma- 
tion and zGz ’ = G, then the map g+zgt - ’ is an automorphism of G. We call such an 
automorphism of G ‘an affine automorphism’. Two patterns for the group G with 
respective induced motif subgroups Yi and Y, are called equivalent or henomeric if 
there is an affine automorphism of G which takes the conjugacy class of subgroups 
{ Y; } onto the conjugacy class { Y: ). For example, if G =p4m, the symmetry group of 
a grid of squares, there are two classes of points having stabilizer subgroup Y=d4, 
namely the intersection points of the grid and the centers of the squares. These 
correspond to two different conjugacy classes of subgroups. They are equivalent 
under an affine automorphism of G, hence yield just one henomeric type of pattern. 
In mathematical crystallography, there is interest in the orbits (transitivity classes) 
of points under the action of a crystallographic group. They are called ‘crystallo- 
graphic orbits’ or ‘point configurations’. Each crystallographic orbit determines a set 
of conjugate subgroups, the stabilizers of the points in the orbits (called the ‘site 
symmetry groups’ by crystallographers). Two crystallographic orbits are said to 
belong to the same Wyckof position if they correspond to the same conjugacy class of 
subgroups. Note that in some cases a Wyckoff position may have a unique orbit, as for 
example in p4m, the intersection points of the square grid described above form the 
unique orbit for that conjugacy class of subgroups (of type rE4). The centers of the 
squares form a second Wyckoff position. In other cases there may be infinitely many 
orbits possible, such as when the stabilizer subgroup is just cl. The Wyckoff positions 
are listed for each crystallographic group in the International Tables of Crystallogra- 
phy [4] and assigned a letter a, h, c, etc. Two crystallographic orbits are said to belong 
to the same Wykof set if the corresponding classes of subgroups are equivalent 
under an affine automorphism of G; thus the Wyckoff positions may be grouped 
together into Wyckoff sets. For example, in p4m, the two Wyckoff positions just 
described correspond to one Wyckoff set. Thus we see that in the two-dimensional 
case, the Wyckoff sets match up with the henomeric (equivalence) types of periodic 
planar patterns. See 14, Section 8.3.3 and Section 141 for further discussion. We note 
that descriptions of the affine normalizers of the crystallographic groups are also to be 
found in 143. An elementary introduction to the crystallographic tables is given in [ll, 
Chapter 63. [4, Table 14.1 in Section 14.51 gives a summary of Wyckoff positions and 
sets for the wallpaper groups; for more details one can refer to the individual table for 
each group. In Table 1 we have given a concordance between the Wyckoff position 
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Table 1 
The conjugacy classes of point-stabilizer subgroups for the 17 wallpaper groups. The Wyckoff position 
letters from the International Tables of Crystallography [4] are listed and matched with henomeric pattern 
type number from Tilings and Patterns of Griinbaum and Shephard [Z]. Those having the same pattern 
number belong to the same ‘Wyckoff position’. 
Group Induced subgroup Wyckoff position Pattern type Coloring number 
PYS 
P2 
PV 
P*m 
cmm 
P3 
p3lm 
p3ml 
cl 
Cl 
dl 
cl 
dl 
dl 
cl 
c2 
c2 
cl 
c2 
(2 
dl 
cl 
dl 
dl 
dl 
dl 
d2 
d2 
d2 
d2 
cl 
c2 
dl 
dl 
d2 
d2 
cl 
c3 
dl 
d3 
cl 
dl 
PPI 
PP2 
PP5 
PP6 
PP3 
PP4 
PP4 
2 
PP9 
PPlO 
PPlO 
2 
PP7 
PP8 
PP8 
PP8 
PP8 
3 
PPll 
PP12 
PP12 
PPl3 
PP14 
PP15 
PP15 
PP15 
PP15 
PP16 
PP16 
PP16 
PP16 
PP17 
PPl8 
PP19 
PP19 
PP20 
PP20 
PP21 
PP22 
PP22 
PP22 
PP23 
PP24 
PP25 
PP26 
PP27 
PP28 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Group Induced subgroup Wyckoff position Pattern type Coloring number 
(13 
d3 
d3 
P4 cl 
1.2 
1,4 
c4 
P4m cl 
ri I 
dl 
dl 
112 
ti4 
(i4 
P6m (,I 
d I 
dl 
d2 
d3 
ri6 
h 
‘I 
d 
11 
h 
‘I 
PP29 
PP29 
PP29 
PP30 
PP31 
PP32 
PP32 
5 
PP33 
PP34 
PP35 
PP36 
9 
PP37 
PP38 
PP38 
PP39 
PP40 
PP4l 
PP4l 
9 
PP42 
PP43 
PP44 
PP45 
PP46 
PP48 
PP41 
PP49 
PPSO 
PPSI 
25 
labels of the International Crystallographic Tables and the henomeric pattern types in 
the notation of Grtinbaum and Shephard 13, Section 5.21. The Wyckoff positions 
corresponding to the same Wyckoff set will have the same pattern number; for 
example, for G = ~4~1, the Wyckoff positions a and h with stabilizer subgroups of type 
d4 which were discussed above, both belong to the Wyckoff set corresponding to 
pattern PP41. 
A multipattern is analogous to a pattern except that there are k classes of (bounded) 
motifs. Thus it is described by a symmetry group G and k conjugacy classes of 
subgroups { YT ) , . . , ( Yi). Conjugacy classes involving subgroups Y of the form cl or 
dl may be repeated in this list. However if a single conjugacy class of the form ( Yg}, 
with Y=cn or dn with n> 1, is repeated then the corresponding motifs, from different 
transitivity classes, would have to overlap if they are topological disks so the 
possibility of repeating these was excluded in [6], but perhaps they should be allowed 
as a category of ‘improper multipatterns’; at any rate, this will not affect the coloring 
question discussed in this paper. (Note that if there are several di’hmt conjugacy 
classes which are affine equivalent, as in the example for G =p4m discussed in the 
previous paragraph, then there is no difficulty in having several of these on the list. See 
[6, Section 23.) A multipattern is thus a union of k ‘subpatterns’. Two such multipat- 
terns P, and P, for the group G are equivalent (henomeric) if there is an affine 
automorphism of G taking the list of conjugacy classses for P1 onto that for P, in 
some order. 
2. Perfect colorings 
A per-&t or symmetric coloring of a figure in the plane is an assignment of n colors 
to different portions of the figure in such a way that each element g in the symmetry 
group G becomes a ‘color symmetry’; i.e. all portions of the figure colored by one given 
color are mapped by g onto portions colored by one color so that g is associated with 
a permutation of the n colors. The reader is referred to [S, 81, and [9] for details and 
background on color symmetry. To find a perfect coloring of a pattern which has 
symmetry group G, choose a motif M, with induced motif subgroup Y and label the 
motif with the set of elements from Y. If Mi is another motif and g maps M onto Ml, 
so that Ml =gM, then assign the element g as a label to the motif Ml. Each element 
g in G will then be assigned to a motif and each motif receives a set of labels which in 
fact form a coset g Y. If H is any subgroup of finite index n in G and Ys H, we let 
colors 1,2,,,, n be associated with the left cosets gH of H (with color 1 associated with 
H itself). Then assigning color i to all motifs whose labels are in the i-th coset yields 
a perfect coloring of the pattern and motif M (with subgroup Y) has color 1. Note that 
g Y c gH for all g. This procedure can be followed for any subgroup H (of finite index) 
containing Y. However, since the particular choice of M and Y was arbitrary, if Y$ H, 
but some other conjugate YB is contained in H, then the same procedure can be done 
using M, =gM as the basic motif and Yg instead of Y; the labels are reassigned and 
a coloring is obtained in which M, is assigned color 1. 
The pair (G, H) is often called a color group; thus the color group (G, H) may be 
used to color a pattern perfectly precisely if G is the symmetry group of the pattern 
and H contains some conjugate Yg of the induced motif subgroup Y for the pattern. If 
we wish to color a multipattern with k sets of motifs, we could simply color each 
subpattern separately using different sets of colors and choosing an appropriate 
H (possibly repeated) for each subpattern. But it is of more interest to consider using 
just one color group (G, H) and one set of n colors for all the motifs, so that the group 
will act transitively on the colors assigned to the multipattern, and this will be 
assumed throughout the discussion. (This was called ‘a compound coloring of type 1’ 
by the author in [S, Section 33.) If G: ( Y; ), . . . . {Y;} describes the multipattern, then 
(G, H) will yield a perfect coloring precisely if, for each i= 1, . . . . k, one can select 
a conjugate of the subgroup Yi which is contained in H. In this coloring, for the i-th 
transitivity class of motifs, at least one motif whose induced subgroup is the selected 
conjugate of Yi will receive color 1. 
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I 
pmlln 
Fig. I. Diagrams for p2,pmy and pnwn showing the representatives selected from each conjuyacy class of 
point-stabilizer subgroups. The shaded area represents the generated subgroup H. In each case 
[G:H]=N(G)=3. 
The method of this paper, then, is to try to choose for each multipattern a set of 
conjugates of Yr , . , Y, contained in a proper subgroup H of finite index. Of course, 
there always exists the trivia1 coloring with one color where H = G, so the problem is 
to generate an H properly contained in G. We do this in separate cases for each planar 
symmetry group G and in fact determine a number N = N(G) for each G, except for 
G =&I with n a power of 2, such that any multipattern with symmetry group G can be 
perfectly colored with N colors and N is minimal with this property (i.e. there exists 
a multipattern with symmetry group G which cannot be properly colored perfectly 
with fewer colors.). N(G) is called the ‘coloring number’ of the group G and is the index 
215 
cmm 
Fig. 2. Diagram for cmm, showing the representatives selected for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of the 
form ~2, dl (two classes) and d2 (two classes). The shaded area represents the generated subgroup H of index 
3 = N(cmm). 
of a subgroup H such that any multipattern with symmetry group G can be colored 
using color group (G, H). 
To determine H for a given G, we consider a ‘worst-case scenario’; i.e. a multipat- 
tern in which motifs have been placed using all possible conjugacy classes of appro- 
priate subgroups (i.e. all Wyckoff positions are used). Then (G, H) will also work 
for any multipattern. For each group G there are only a finite number of such 
classes. Of course it is possible to use the same conjugacy class of subgroups for 
several classes of motifs, (particularly when Y= cl or dl, or more generally; see earlier 
discussion) but then we merely color these simultaneously using the same color 
assignment for each of those subpatterns. To determine an appropriate H for the 
symmetry group G, in most cases it will be necessary to make a judicious selection of 
one subgroup from each relevant conjugacy class and see that these generate a proper 
subgroup of G. 
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P3 
Fig. 3. Marked hexagonal tiling for ~3. with marks indicated only in the top three rows. The three selected 
subgroups of type ~3 are shown. II has index 4. 
3. The wallpaper groups 
For the 5 groups pl,pg,cm,pm, and pgg there are not very many (non-conjugate) 
subgroups Y available and any choice in fact will generate a subgroup of infinite index 
which then must be enlarged to get a subgroup H of finite index; the coloring number 
will be 2 for these five groups. Both pl and pg only have Y=cl as possible motif 
subgroups. So any subgroup of index 2 will do. cm has one class of the form dl, so 
H may be any subgroup of index 2 containing a reflection. pm has two conjugacy 
classes of the form dl, so choose H to be a subgroup of index 2 containing two types of 
reflection axes. Similarly pgg has 2 conjugacy classes of type c2 and H can be chosen 
as a subgroup of index 2 containing rotational centers of both types. The relevant 
color groups (G, H) for cm, pm and pgg are denoted in [3] by the symbols (respectively) 
cm [213, pm [213 and pqy[212 and are illustrated in Fig. 8.2.2 on pp. 409-410. 
For the remaining 12 wallpaper groups, the H generated by the subgroups chosen is 
in fact a symmetry group of the same type as G. For each group G we show H and its 
generators by means of a geometric diagram; see Fig. 1- 10. The basic diagram is an 
isohedral tiling or marked isohedral tiling with symmetry group G. The choices for 
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p31m 
Fig. 4. Marked hexagonal tiling for p31m, showing H of index 4 generated by subgroups c3,dl, 
and d3. 
each subgroup Y (cn or dn) are marked with symbols (an open symbol means 
a rotation group c11, a solid symbol means a dihedral group dn and a dotted line means 
a reflection axis) and also labelled. To represent the subgroup H generated by these 
subgroups we have shaded in a subset of the tiles. It will be seen that this subset is 
invariant under each of the subgroups and hence under H, and H is in fact the 
subgroup leaving the shaded set invariant. We obtained the shaded set by regarding 
the tiles as having been labelled by the elements of G (as in the discussion above on 
how to color patterns) and shading in those tiles thus labelled by elements of H; in 
each case the tile to be labelled with the identity was selected to contain one of the 
rotational centers chosen to generate H. 
The index of H in G can be determined from the diagrams. Basically it is the ‘ratio’ 
of tiles to shaded tiles. If gr H, . . . , g,H is a decomposition into left cosets of G, then the 
corresponding sets of tiles partition the plane into congruent sets (corresponding to 
a coloring of the tiling). Note that since H and G are the same type of wallpaper group, 
the index [G: H] = [T: T’] where T’ = Tn H is the translation subgroup of H. Using 
translations as coset representatives .4i, it is easy to see that the index of H in G is 3 for 
p2, pmg, pmm, and cmm, 4 for p3, p3 lm and p3ml. and 9 for p4m. On the diagrams for 
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p3ml 
Fig. 5. Marked hexagonal tiling for p3ml, with H of index 3 generated by 3 subgroups of type d3 and one 01 
type dl. 
p4,p4g,p6 and p6m we have marked fundamental parallelograms for T and T’ and 
[T: r’] can be found by comparing their areas. 
p2: There are 4 conjugacy classes of type c2. The representatives selected generate 
a subgroup H of index 3. Note that throughout we will ignore the trivial subgroup cl. 
See Fig. 1. 
pmg: There are two classes of c2 and one of ctl. H has index 3. See Fig. 1. 
pmm: There are 4 classes of type dl and 4 classes of type d2. The selection made 
gives H of index 3, See Fig. 1. 
cmm: There is one class c2 and two each of type dl and d2. The selection shown 
yields a subgroup H of index 3. See Fig. 2. 
p3: The tiling used in Fig. 3 is the hexagonal tiling marked to reduce the symmetry 
group to p3. We have only marked the top 3 rows to keep the figure simple. There are 
3 classes of type c3 and representatives have been selected which generate a subgroup 
of index 4. 
p31m: A marked hexagonal tiling is used in Fig. 4. There are subgroups of type 
d 1, d3 and c3 selected, giving H of index 4. 
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P4 
Fig. 6. Diagram for p4. [G: H] = 5 is seen by comparing the fundamental translational squares shown for 
G and H. 
p3ml: A marked hexagonal tiling is used in Fig. 5. There are 3 classes of type d3 and 
one of type dl. H has index 4. 
~4: There is one class of type c2 and two of type c4. Fundamental parallelograms 
(squares) for the translation groups T’ and T of H and G have been outlined in Fig. 6. 
Note that the vertices of the tiles form a square lattice. The parallelogram for T is 
one square unit while that for T’ has area equal to 5 square units (Pick’s theorem 
may be used: area = B/2 + I - 1 where B = number of lattice points on the boundary 
and Z=number of interior lattice points. See for example Cl]). Thus H has index 5 
in G. 
p4g: There are classes dl,d2 and c4 (one each) generating a subgroup H. Funda- 
mental parallelograms (squares) for T’ and Tare shown in Fig. 7 and it is clear that 
their ratio is 9, which is thus the index of H in G. 
p4m: There are 3 classes of type dl (two for pattern type PP38 and one for pattern 
type PP39), one class of type d2 and two of type d4. They generate H of index 9. See 
Fig. 8. 
~6: There are classes of types c2,c3, and c6. Fundamental parallelograms for T’ 
and Tare indicated in Fig. 9. That for T equals two triangles while the larger one, for 
T’, has area equal to 14 triangles. (This can be checked by a variation of Pick’s 
theorem for triangular lattices: the area equals B+21-2 of the triangles. See [2]. 
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PQ 
Fig. 7. Diagram for p4q. The fundamental translational squares are given, showing [G: H] =9. 
B=4 boundary points, I=6 interior points, so the area equals 14 triangles and 
[G:H]=[T:T’]=14/2=7.) 
p6m: There are two classes of type dl (corresponding to inequivalent patterns PP47 
and PP48) and one class of type d2, d3 and d6 each. The fundamental domain for T’ is 
seen to have 50 triangles while that for T has 2 triangles (see Fig. lo), so the subgroup 
H has index 25 in G. 
In each case no choice of H of smaller index exists. Furthermore by the following 
reasoning we see that in each case H is a maximal proper subgroup of G. For 
pmg,pmm, cmm,p4, and p6 the index is prime. For p4g and p4m the index is 9 but 
neither of these groups has a subgroup of index 3; similarly the index of H in p6m is 25 
but p6m has no subgroup of index 5. For p3, p3 1 m, and p3ml the index is 4: but p3 has 
no subgroup of index 2, while the only subgroups of index 2 in p31m and p3ml are of 
type p3, and thus could not contain H. Thus we see that the coloring numbers for each 
wall-paper group is one of the values 2,3,4,5,7,9, and 25, and we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. Any periodic multipattern can he pecfectly colored with n colors where n is 
a number less than 26. In particular, each wallpaper group G has a coloring number N(G) 
which is the minimal number (> 1) ?f‘ colors which sufice to color symmetrically any 
dl d 
I 
281 
dl \ 
Fig. 8. Diagram for p4m; [G: H] = 9. 
multipattern with symmetry group G. The symmetry groups pl, pg, cm, pm, and pgg have 
coloring number 2; symmetry groups p2,pmg,pmm, and cmm have coloring number 3; 
symmetry groups p3, p31m. and p3ml have coloring number 4; symmetry groups p4g and 
p4m have coloring number 9; and the coloring numbers for p4, p6 and p6m are 5,7, and 25 
respectively. 
Corollary. Any periodic k-isohedral tiling can be perfectly colored nontrivially using 
n colors .for some n less than 26. 
Proof. The interiors of the tiles form a multipattern with k sets of motifs. [Note: if one 
prefers closed topological disks as motifs, then suitable marks placed on the tiles may 
be used as motifs instead of the tile interiors.] 
We note that Senechal in [lo] determined the numbers k for which perfect colorings 
exist for each monomotif pattern (and isohedral tiling) for the 17 wallpaper groups; 
see [lo, Table 41. By studying the entries in that table one can find the smallest 
number M(G) of colors which suffice to color perfectly all (monomotif) patterns 
having a particular symmetry group G. Except for 4 cases, M(G)=N(G). However 
282 
Fig. 9. Marked triangular tding with symmetry group ~6. Fundamental translational parallelograms for 
G and H, are marked showing that [G : H] has Index 7. 
for G =p2, pmm and cmm, A4(G) is 2 while N(G) = 3, and for G = p3, M(G) is 3 while 
N(G)=4. 0 
4. Frieze groups and finite groups 
There are 7 frieze groups. plll and plal have no nontrivial point stabilizer 
subgroups while plml has just one reflection axis, so it is easy to see that these three 
groups will have coloring number 2. pm1 1 has two classes of subgroups of type dl, and 
~112 has two classes of subgroups of type c2; in both cases representatives may be 
chosen to generate a subgroup of index 3. pma2 has subgroups c2 and dl while pmm2 
has two classes of subgroups of type dl and of type d2 and again in both cases we may 
generate a subgroup of index 3. See Fig. 11. Thus any multipattern whose symmetry 
group is a frieze group may be colored with 2 or 3 colors. Similarly this will hold for 
any k-isohedral tiling of a ribbon (see 173 for a discussion of isohedral ribbon tilings). 
We now consider the case of finite groups. Each finite planar symmetry group has 
at least one fixed point; thus a pattern might consist of a single motif. If one or more of 
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p6m 
Fig. IO. Diagram for p6m. Fundamental translational parallelograms in figure show that [G: H] = 25. 
the subpatterns of a multipattern consists of a single motif, we will call it a ‘const- 
ricted multipattern’. Constricted multipatterns do not have any nontrivial 
perfect colorings, since the group fixes that single motif and we have assumed that 
the group acts transitively on all the colors used. So assume now that the multipat- 
terns discussed are unconstricted. For dn with n odd (greater than 1) there is only 
one class of induced motif subgroups dl possible, so perfect colorings exist; 
N(G) would be the index of the largest subgroup H which is a dihedral group and 
is the smallest prime dividing n. For dn with n even there are two classes of reflec- 
tion axes dl each containing n/2 elements. The angle between a pair of axes, 
one chosen from each class, is (m/2)(27+7) for m some odd number. The product 
then gives a rotation through the angle m(27c/n). If m and n are relatively prime, 
this rotation will generate the rotation subgroup of order n and thus the two 
reflections generate G. However if m is an odd number dividing n, then we will 
get a rotation of order n/m. The two reflections generate a dihedral subgroup of index 
m. Hence for n divisible by an odd prime, any dn multipattern may be colored perfectly 
and the coloring number will be m where m is the smallest odd divisor of n. For the 
case that G=dl, the only induced motif subgroups possible for an unconstricted 
multipattern are of the type cl so let H =cl and the coloring number is 2. On the other 
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p112 
’ plml’ 
dl ’ 
I pma2 
dl I dl ’ 
’ pmmi 
Fig. Il. Diagrams for the frieze groups pl l2,plml,pmn2, and pmm2. N(G)=3 in each case. 
hand if n=2’,r3 1, then the rotation generated by the two reflection axes is an odd 
power of the generating rotation of order n in dn and thus has order n also. Hence 
there will be no perfect coloring possible for multipatterns which use both classes of 
reflection axes. Fig. 12a illustrates the choice of axes to generate H for G=d(lO). In 
Fig. 12b we show a bipattern for d8 which can’t be perfectly colored properly with one 
set of colors. 
For G=cn(n> 1) there are no nontrivial induced motif subgroups possible. So 
a multipattern always has a perfect coloring. To sum up the following. 
Theorem 2. (a) Any multipattern whose symmetry group is a frieze group may he 
perfectly colored with either 2 or 3 colors. Any k-isohedral ribbon tiling may be colored 
with either 2 or 3 colors. 
(b) Any unconstricted finite multipattern may be perfectly colored (non-trivially), 
except for those multipatterns with symmetry group dn where n = 2*, r > 1 if both classes 
of reflection axes are used ,f;rr the motifs, in which case no nontrivial perfect coloring is 
possible. 
285 
dl : 
dV 0) 
(b) 
d8 
Fry. 12. (a) Diagram for G = d( IO), showing two subgroups of type dl of different classes which generate 
the subgroup H of index 5. (b) A bipattern with symmetry group d8 which cannot be perfectly colored 
(transitively, with more than one color). 
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